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Appendix

This is a story about an old fisherman who has successfully caught

the biggest fish in his life. The story is begun with a description of an old

man named Santiago. He has gone fishing 84 days without any fish. Some

people in the village called him as an unlucky fisherman. On the other hand,

Manolin who faithfully always helps the old man is asked by his parents to

leave Santiago. However, Manolin is still faithful to Santiago. He keeps

going to Santiago’s flat and helps him. Manolin has been a good companion

for Santiago. In the next day, Santiago tells the boy that he will catch the

fish.

In the 85th day, Santiago brings his little skiff far to the sea. In the

afternoon, Santiago hooks a very big fish. Santiago struggles to pull the line

but he can not manage to pull. He can not do much besides being towed by

the giant fish. Santiago really struggles to hold the line which links him to

the fish. He feels hurt and exhausted but he needs to catch this to prove that

he is now lucky.

In the third day, the fish seems to be exhausted that this is the

chance for Santiago to kill it. With the last power, Santiago hit the fish with

a harpoon. Finally, the fish is dead and Santiago bonds the fish and starts to

go back to the village. The bad things happened when the sharks are

tempted by the blood of the giant fish. Santiago tries to protect his Marlin

by attacking the sharks. He uses everything in his skiff as a weapon to kill

the sharks. Straving and exhausting, Santiago tries to beat all the sharks

with a harpoon, a club, and finally he has nothing except a knife. However,

his effort is useless because there are too many sharks eating the giant fish.
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Finally, the sharks go away because there is no more to eat. Santiago feels

hurt but he just continues his way home.

Santiago brings the skeleton fish to the village. Santiago goes to

his flat and sleeps. Manolin cries when he sees Santiago sleeping with his

hands bleeding. Then Manolin goes to find drinks and food for Santiago to

eat. On the other hand, people in the village are extremely amazed by what

they see. In the shore people gather to see a very big skeleton fish. They say

that this is the biggest fish ever.
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